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ICA launches full complement of agency search tools to raise industry standard
--Robust search service supported by new website, database and best practices for clients,
marketers and agencies-Toronto, ON. The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) (www.icacanada.ca) -- the
professional business association representing Canada’s communications and advertising
agencies -- is pleased to announce the launch of a ground-breaking website and database for
advertisers to access agency search information (www.agencysearch.ca). The robust new
complement of tools, which went live today, builds on the experience the ICA has gained
conducting searches over the past ten years -- more than one hundred to date, and counseling
hundreds more -- and streamlines the process so that an agency and client will find the best
match by following the ICA’s best practices. A working committee of ICA members led by Jim
Kabrajee of Marshall Fenn Communications, and including Penny Stevens of Media Experts,
and Monica Ruffo of Lowe Roche worked over the course of more than 18 months to provide
input to the mandate and direction of ICA’s services, to make it the go-to resource for advertisers
seeking marketing communication services.

An entertaining service for those entertaining an agency search
The service is all-encompassing, thorough and transparent. But it isn’t all business. The new
website homepage screens a video and testimonials. The video takes a tongue-in-cheek but
informative look at why advertisers are well-advised to use the new tools, and invites them to
discover how they will benefit. The video promise is well supported by the testimonials of two
advertisers who offer their own take on the ease and success of their experiences with the ICA
process.

“As the association providing leadership to Canadian advertising and communication agencies,
the ICA can logically be seen as the expert in Canadian agency search,” said Jani Yates,
president, ICA. “We set the standard and ensure that ICA members get access to client searches
following best practices. We deliver a unique, dedicated website, which includes continually

updated agency profiles, best practice documents and we will conduct a search up to the
selection process. All of that makes us unique in our industry,” she noted.

“Having conducted or advised on hundreds of agency searches for clients, the ICA understands
that the search process needs to be rigourous, thorough and fair if a client is going to end up with
the best agency fit for their needs,” added Jim Kabrajee, president, Marshall Fenn
Communications. “This new website offers clients a range of services from simply downloading
the best practices in how to conduct a search, to having the ICA conduct the search process right
up to the point of final selection. It’s a remarkable resource for any organization who wants to
look for an agency the right way.”

“The relationship between a client and its agency is critical,” offered Penny Stevens, president,
Media Experts. “The synergy, the chemistry, the harmony can make all the difference between
success and failure. The ICA Best Practices search process is built on understanding and
encouraging the development of that relationship.”

A peerless process for selecting communications partners
The ICA service includes the following steps: consultation, preparation of a brief, distribution to
ICA members, best practices tools for agency selection and handling agency queries in the initial
RFP stage. It establishes a public position on search including a framework for acceptable fees
for spec work if required, search practice advocacy, best practices and links. The ICA works up
to but not including the selection of a short list and solicits feedback from the advertiser on
agency credentials. The ICA will intervene in problematic searches on request by members.
The purpose is to provide a conduit between the industry and the client during the search to keep
the process fair, open and transparent to both client and agency.

A mandate to embrace and drive change
The search service is one more initiative by the ICA in a series of offerings to reflect, embrace
and provide perspective on the evolving marketing communications industry. It follows on the
heels of a talent development vision and the rebranding of, and launch of a new microsite for the
annual Advertising Week, now called FFWD Advertising and Marketing Week. The dedicated

website design and programming of the agency search tool were created by Geek Oracle. The
homepage video and testimonials were created by Lowe Roche. The SEO/SEM were developed
by Media Experts.

About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies or the ICA (http://www.icacanada.ca) is the
professional business association which represents Canada’s communication and advertising
agencies. The ICA’s mission is to champion commercial creativity, amplify the industry’s
economic impact, and to embrace and drive change. As such, the ICA promotes thought
leadership, higher standards and best practices. It serves as the largest source of information,
advice, education and training for Canada’s communication and advertising industry. ICA’s
member agencies and subsidiaries account for over 75+ per cent of all national advertising in
Canada, with an economic impact worth more than $19 billion annually. More information
about the ICA and its initiatives can be found at www.icacanada.ca or follow on Twitter
@adweekcdn or @icacanada.
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